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LIVEVOX
Production Stages and Services
LIVEVOX AI VIDEO

80hrs to 100hrs
PRE-PRODUCTION

Research & development

3D Elements design & modeling

Character design for AI bot

Sourcing stock footage options

TTouchpoint A Client feedback/approval

Address changes/approval

Receiving illustrator boards/comps

Receiving conversation lines & keywords

80hrs
PRODUCTION

Environment / set design

3D Motion design for elements

Motion trajectory for particles/lines

Virtual lighting

Physically-based renderingPhysically-based rendering

Keyframes presentation

Touchpoint B Client feedback/approval

Address changes/approval

60hrs + Render Points
POST PRODUCTION

layout animation

Farm rendering

Supers animation

Video editing

TTransition effects

Visual effects, Color & Composite

Touchpoint C Client feedback/approval

Address changes/approval

Final output package delivery

Production Stages and Services







Introduction to the Problem
Scene 1.0

In this scene we are introducing the problem and quickly turning the corner to illustrate that 
LiveVox is the solution to AI in the contact center space. This scene involves motion tracking 
animation over real-life stock photography.

PRACTICAL AI VIDEO
Scene 1.0 | Introduction to the Problem





Action:
A man is walking outside and looks down at his phone. We indicate his con-
tact information next to a glowing orb that is indicative of the LiveVox logo.

Friendly Female Voiceover:
With so much at stake in the contact center...

Action:
Cut to an overhead shot as the man walks and we see more people 
with their contact information being displayed.

VO: ...you can’t bank on the problems of tomorrow when you’ve got 
problems to solve today.

Action:
Pull out to see an almost overwhelming amount of contact information.

VO: While other platforms tout pie-in-the-sky capabilities with AI...

Action:
The circles rise above the crowd and swirl around.

Action:
The circles of data all fly into and form the LIveVox logo.

VO: While other platforms tout pie-in-the-sky capabilities with AI...

Action:
We see the LiveVox logo in 3D as we introduce the solution.

VO: LiveVox delivers frictionless experiences inside our native CRM.
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LiveVox Solutions
Scene 2.0

Once we have set up LiveVox as the solution for practical AI - we have to prove it. Since our 
interface is very robust and someone difficult to depict in full screen - we will dive into it in a more 
abstract environment but respectful of reproducing actual elements as they are in the actual UI.
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Action:
The LiveVox logo opens up.

Action:
We zoom into the center of the LiveVox AI Platform.

Action:
After going into the LiveVox AI Platform we see fields of endless data.

Action:
The data forms into our CRM interface.

VO: Our practical AI platform...

Action:
We close up on various types of interactions within our platform.

VO: ...lets you create interactions that are dynamic...

Action:
We show the CRM view of our customers.

VO: ...and optimized for every customer.
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Action:
Various touchpoints animate into the screen.

VO: We organize important information across systems...

Action:
The touchpoints form the interactions panel in the CRM view.

VO: ...to keep customers at the center of every interaction.

Action:
The CRM touchpoint interface animates into screen.

VO: And give agents access to universal profiles including a full picture of all 
conversations.

Action:
We close up on the various API possibilities then show code being entered.

VO: Our preconfigured modules and out-of-the-box integrations get you up 
and going quickly and let you iterate at the speed your business moves.

Action:
Animate in the LiveVox IVR.

VO: Powered by a unified data layer, LiveVox’s advanced IVR...

Action:
Show the IVR being manipulated via drag and drop.

VO: ...gives you the ability to drag, drop, and build experiences tailored 
specifically for your customers.

PRACTICAL AI VIDEO
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LiveVox Practical AI Helper Bot
Scene 3.0

To avoid having to show continuous stylized screens we will transition to a Practical AI helper bot 
we like to call eLVee. He will help tell the story of our bots and virtual agents.

PRACTICAL AI VIDEO
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Action:
From the previous IVR screen a mouse grabs and drops the bot 
icon into frame with a big explosion of electricity.

VO: Bring your own bot, use ours...

Action:
The LiveVox bot appears out of the cloud of electricity.

VO: ...or tap our growing network of AI providers.

Action:
The bot hovers over a field of data and processes voice.

VO: Our standard integrations allow you to automate voice and digital 
self-service faster,

Action:
The bot also processes chat and other digital channels.

VO: ...giving you the ideal experience for your unique needs.

Action:
The bot smiles and collapses into a field of spinning dots reminiscent of 
the opening scene.

VO: Our virtual assistants pull from CRM data...

Action:
The bot disappears and the circles spin around atop the field of data.

VO: ...enabling personal interactions that improve over time, creating 
self-service opportunities and greater efficiency.
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Agent Assistance and SpeechIQ
Scene 4.0

Once we’ve established the field of data, we will pull images of people out of the field and depict 
conversations that are then adjusted and analyzed by the system.

PRACTICAL AI VIDEO
Scene 4.0 | Agent Assistance and SpeechIQ



Action:
The sphere of energy that encompassed the bot grows and is 
encircled by moving dots.

VO: You can build or guide agents to have the most meaningful 
conversations...

Action:
The dots come forward and show customers who are interacting with 
the virtual assistant.

VO: ...no matter what the channel...

Action:
We see the words being spoken by the assistant changing to better conform 
to the agent script.

VO: ...with the right information presented in real time...

Action:
More and more customers appear and interact with the assistant.

VO: ...ensuring brand consistency is preserved.

Action:
The customer faces go back into the energy sphere but the words 
remain revolving around the sphere.

VO: LiveVox’s SpeechIQ® is a powerful analytics tool...

Action:
The words fade into key words as the energy sphere dissipates.

VO: ...that helps you improve from the inside out...
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Action:
The words in the word cloud start to order themselves as the 
SpeechIQ interface forms beneth them.

VO: ...by tuning conversations...

Action:
The words order themselves over the call driver graph.

Action:
The call driver graph forms into the actual interface.

Action:
The SpeechIQ interface takes over the screen.

VO: ...and digging deeper into the issues...

Action:
We pull out to reveal that we are dealing with an ACTUAL interface as it 
appears on the screen - not some pie-in-the-sky mamba jamba.

VO: ...confronting your business.

Action:
We quickly pull out to the final scene.
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Finale
Scene 5.0

We will complete the video with a dynamic animation that continues the pull-out from the SpeechIQ 
interface, past the office buildings, to reveal a city skyline that glows with the data points we established 
in the first scene and watch as the culminate and form once again into the LiveVox circle.
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Action:
We pull out of the office building as the sun sets on the city.

VO: Position virtual agents and enhance them over time.

Action:
Super graphics appear along with the VO.

VO: Make existing agents more productive.

Action:
The sky begins to darken.

VO: Improve processes.

Action:
The city lights up in a field of data that flows upward...

VO: You provide your customer with channels of choice. We provide 
you with the experience of choice.

Action:
...into the LiveVox logo. Beneath the mark are the letters “AI.”

VO: Take the first step toward the intelligent contact center with 
LiveVox’s practical AI platform.

Action:
The letters transition elegantly into the LiveVox logo.

VO: Speak with an expert today.
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LIVEVOX
Final Video
LIVEVOX AI VIDEO

LiveVox AI
Final :140s

Play https://vimeo.com/563015189
Password order

https://vimeo.com/563015189


https://www.order-disruption.com/



